
 PE Kix: Activities Student Tested, Teacher Approved!  
Presenters:  
Brandon Flowers- @bflowpe brandonflowerspe@gmail.com (Chesterfield Co. VA) 
Megan Forbes- megan_forbes@ccpsnet.net (Chesterfiled Co. VA) 
Chris Tuck- christopher_tuck@ccpsnet.net (Chesterfield Co. VA) 
 

Activities Presented:  
Code Breaker:  
Objective:  To be the first team to crack the 6 digit code 
Equipment: Each team will get a set of cards numbered 1-6 with an exercise on the reverse side 
Set Up: Divide teams into equal groups around the perimeter of the gym and give them a set of 
cards 
How To Play: On ‘Go’ each group sends one player to the teacher in the middle with one of the 
cards.  The player tells the teacher what digit they’re trying to crack.  If yes, then the team sets 
that number aside and continues play.  If the number is incorrect, then they perform the exercise 
on the back and continue play.  
The first team with the correct number, wins!  
Escape from Hawaii, The Floor is Lava, Peanut Butter Pit  
Objective: Using teamwork, get entire team across the ocean without touching the Lava 
Equipment: Gym mats (add scooters, jump ropes, other random equipment for more fun!)  
Set Up: Divide groups into small teams, give them a starting location and give them a mat 
How To Play: On ‘Go’ teams attempt to cross the lava floor without touching the floor.  If a 
player touches, entire team must start over.  Using teamwork, high level thinking, players must 
figure a way across the floor! 
World Cup Soccer (6 Team Soccer) 
Objective: To win the world cup by being the last team having a pin standing 
Equipment: 1 soccer ball, bowling pin, hula-hoop per team 
Set Up: Give each team the equipment and allow them to set up their goal anywhere in the field 
of play. 
How To Play: On ‘Go’ teams may dribble, pass and shoot ANY soccer ball at their opponents 
pin trying to knock over the pin.  If a pin is knocked down, it stays down but your team still tries 
to eliminate other teams.  The last team standing wins!  Give points based on where each team 
finishes and mek it a group play tournament!  
Yoshi (Endless Endzone) 
Objective: To be the first team to have every teammate on their opponents mat first.  
Equipment: Gym Mats or cones, pinnies to differentiate teams 
Set Up: Set up an endzone and a midline.  Divide class into two teams 
How To Play: Teams start on their side.  (They are safe on their side) Players may try to 
advance to their opponents endzone.  If they make it, they are safe and their journey is 
complete.  If a player invade the zone and is tagged, then they take a knee and must be 
rescued.  A teammate from either the endzone or the starting spot can come over and tag them 
back into the game.  These players MUST go back to their side before attempting to make it to 
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the endzone!    At any point if the teacher yells “YOSHI” that means there is NO defense and it 
turns into a sprint to the opponents base!  
Super Mario World 
Objective: To make it all the way through level 6 and beat Mario World 
Equipment: Cones to mark boundaries,  6 different types of tagging equipment 
Set Up: Divide the playing space into 6 different zones.  Have 6 different types of taggers for 
each zone.  
How To Play: On ‘Go’ allow those players that are Mario/Luigi/Peach/Toad/Yoshi begin their 
journey through level 1.  Here they will find Goomba taggers (crab walkers), if players make it 
into level 2 then they must continue forward (no going down levels).  Level Two, turtles (Scooter 
players), level 3 (Hammer Brothers, gator balls that must be bounced and tagged) level 4 
Bowser ( 2 long noodle taggers).  If a player is tagged by an enemy, then they begin the game 
back at level 1.  
Avengers 
Objective: Cardio and fun 
Equipment: Pinnies, enough equipment for 6 different types of taggers 
Set Up: Divide into 6 teams and give them pinnies and their tagging equipment 
How To Play: On ‘Go’ players attempt to tag as many opponents without being tagged.  If 
tagged, take a knee.  A teammate may tag you back in the game or you can get into plank 
position and tag an opponent.  
Monopoly 
Objective: fun with exercise built in 
Equipment: 20+ hoops, 1 exercise card for each hoop, dice, equipment for any of the cards 
Set Up: Create a Monopoly playing board with the hoops.  Put a card (equipment if needed) in 
each hoop.  Make teams of 2-4 and send to a hoop.  
How To Play: Teacher rolls the die and the students move clockwise to corresponding spaces. 
They perform the task on the card within the 20 second time limit.  Continue play for set amount 
of time.  
Battle Rope Fun!  
Equipment: battle ropes, cones 
Team Run:  
-To become more comfortable carrying the battle rope, allow students in teams of 6-10 
(depending on length of rope) to carry the rope on a fun run.  Rope is not allowed to touch the 
ground.  
Snake:  
-4-10 students per rope 
-Spread a large number of cones out all over a large playing field 
-On ‘go’ all students must simultaneously carry the rope so it does not touch the ground 
-The first person in line is allowed to pick up 1 cone on the field, once the first person in line 
collects a cone, the second person may grab and keep one cone and so on.  Once the last 
person in line has collected a cone, the head of the snake collects one.  
-Game continues until all cones have been collected 
-Count total number of cones and assign a fitness task based on where the groups finished 



Indian Run: 
-6-10 students per rope 
-Students jog around the field while simultaneously holding the rope off the ground.  
-on each whistle blast, the last person in line will ‘slalom’ run through each person until they 
reach the front of the line.  They will grab the rope and then the group slides down 
-Activity continues until all players have gone through the run a designated amount of times.  
The Great Knot Challenge:  
-Two teams of 4-6 players per rope 
-Team A plays against Team B 
-On Go signal, Both teams have a designated amount of time to tie their battle rope in the 
craziest knot possible 
-Once time has elapsed, the two teams switch and attempt to untie their opponents knot.  First 
time to straighten the rope, wins!  
**Add a team run after the knot has been untied to allow for an extra challenge 
Plank-Duck-Duck-Goose 
-Use the rope to create a circle 
-One player is designated as the person being chased, all other students are in plank position 
with their feet inside the rope circle 
-Game is played traditional duck-duck-goose style 
Russian Twist-Team Rope Lift 
-Students sit in a line with their feet under the rope 
-Line leader begins with a medicine ball (or equipment of choice) and performs a russian twist 
while all students are holding the rope off the ground 


